• President Obama's Selective Service card is most likely also a forgery, revealed
by an examination of the postal date stamp on the document;
• To quell the popular idea that Obama was actually born outside the United
States, we examined the Records of Immigration and Naturalization Service
cards routinely filled out by airplane passengers arriving on international flights
that originated outside the United States in the month of August 1961. Those
records are housed at the National Archives in Washington, D.C. Interestingly,
records from the days surrounding Obama's birth, August 1, 1961 to August 7,
1961 are missing. This is the only week in 1961 were these immigration cards
cannot be found.

When and Why Sherifrs investigators became involved
In August 2011, 250 members of the Surprise Arizona Tea Party, residents of
Maricopa County, presented a signed petition asking Sheriff Arpaio to undertake this
investigation.
The Tea Party members petitioned under the premise that if a forged birth certificate
was utilized to obtain a position for Barack Obama on the 2012 Arizona presidential
ballot, their rights as Maricopa County voters could be compromised.
Sheriff Arpaio agreed to accept the investigation and assigned it to his "Cold Case
Posse" at no expense to the tax payers for a thorough examination. The Sheriff's Cold
Case Posse, consisting of former law enforcement officers and lawyers with law
enforcement experienced, spoke to dozens of witness and examined hundreds of
documents, and took numerous sworn statements from witnesses around the world.

Additional findings by investigators
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Suspecting that the long form birth certificate is a computer generated forgery, they
now say they have identified persons of interest in the case.
Sheriffs Investigator Mike Zullo says, "We have also determined during the course of
our investigation that the Hawaii Department of Health engaged in what we believe is
a systematic effort to hide any original 1961 birth records that they may have in their
possession."
Sheriff Arpaio added, "A continuing investigation is needed to not only understand
more about the creation of the alleged birth certificate forgery, but also to determine
who, if anyone, in the White House or the state of Hawaii may have authorized it."

The Matter o{the Selective Service Registration Card
Sheriffs Investigators were then led to investigate President's Obama selective
service registration card allegedly filled out in Hawaii in 1980.
Investigators compared Obama's card to others filled out in same year and to at least
two cards filled out in the same local.
The year stamp that is used on selective service registration cards should include all
four digits of the year, for example 1980, the year Obama may have registered with
selective service. However, investigators note that Obama's registration card is highly
unusual having a year stamp including only two digits, "80" which appears to be an
inverted number. Additionally, those numbers are offset by a significant amount
suggesting that the stamp was somehow manually manipulated.

Investigators use video presentations to back up the evidence
The Cold Case Posse produced six technical videos to demonstrate why the Obama
long-form birth certificate is suspected to be a computer-generated forgery. The
videos were designed to display the testing used by the investigators to examine
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Conclusive remarks
Sheriff Arpaio stresses that these are preliminary findings and concluded by
suggesting a Congressional investigation might be warranted. Arpaio asked that any
other law enforcement agency with information referencing this investigation be
forwarded to his office.
"I want to make this perfectly clear. I am not accusing the sitting President of the
United States of committing a crime. But there remain a lot of questions which beg for
answers and we intend to move forward with this investigation in pursuit of those
answers, hopefully with the cooperation of all parties involved," Arpaio said.
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Mike Zullo spent several years as a New Jersey Police Officer before becoming a
licensed private investigator in that state. After relocating to Arizona in 1993, Zullo
joined Sheriff Arpaio's posse and was named head of the Cold Case Posse by Arpaio in
2007. He has contributed over 12,000 hours of volunteer time to the Sheriffs Posse and
has received over 100 hours of criminal investigation, homicide and cold case
investigational training and has been the recipient of numerous Sheriffs commendations
for his work with the volunteer posse.
Mara Zebest is a co-author and technical editor on numerous books, many of which
center on Adobe products. Because of her expertise in the creation of computer
documents using Adobe products, Zebest was called into this investigation to provide
detailed analysis as to the veracity of the Obama birth certificate. Included in the media
packet today is Zebest's 10 page report outlining the anomalies found in this document.
State Representative Carl Seel and State Senator Judy Burges are Republicans from
Districts 6 and 4 respectively. Both have worked diligently to get legislation passed that
would put into law that anyone running for elected office in Arizona must be able to
prove their US citizenship prior to their name being placed on an Arizona ballot. They
continue to work on an amended version of that legislation.
Dr. Jerome Corsi is a best-selling non-fiction author. With a PHD from Harvard in
political science, Corsi is also an investigative journalist for the WND.com, an internet
news service with over 10 million monthly viewers.

